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A rank function is a function f : 2[d]  N such that f (<)=0 and f (A) f (A _ x)
 f (A)+1 for all A[d], x # [d]"A. Athanasiadis conjectured an upper bound
on the number of rank functions on 2[d]. We prove this conjecture and generalize
it to functions with bounded jumps.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We work in the Boolean algebra 2[d], the lattice of subsets of [d]=
[1, 2, ..., d]. For A, B[d] we write A#* B if B is a maximal proper subset
of A (A covers B).
A rank function is a function f : 2[d]  N such that
f (<)=0
and
0 f (A)& f (B)1 for all A#* B.
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Write R(d ) for the number of rank functions on 2[d]. Athanasiadis [1]
used rank functions to generalize the Tutte polynomial from graphs to
hypergraphs. He noted R(d )22 d&1 and conjectured R(d )22 d&1 (1+o(1)).
Here we prove this conjecture using ideas from information theory.
Our argument extends to the following more general situation. We call a
function f : 2[d]  N k-bounded if
f (<)=0
and
0 f (A)& f (B)<k for all A#* B.
Thus, a 2-bounded function is just a rank function. We write Bk(d) for
the set of k-bounded functions on 2[d], and set bk(d )=|Bk(d )|. It is not
hard to see (see Section 2) that
log bk(d)2d&1 log \\k+12 k+12 |+&log \k+12 . (1)
Theorem 1. Fix k2. For all d1
log bk(d)(1+O(d &12)) 2d&1 log \\k+12 k+12 |+ .
While these results give the asymptotics of log bk(d ), one may hope for
more precise information, presumably meaning an improvement in the
upper bound; indeed, we see no reason to disbelieve
Conjecture 1.
log bk(d )2d&1 log \\k+12 k+12 |++O(1).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the lower
bound (1); in Section 3 we review the relevant tools from information
theory; finally, in Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.
2. THE LOWER BOUND
For d1, k2, let Lk(d ) be the set of all functions f: 2[d]  N that
satisfy
f (<)=0
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and, if |A|=l>0,
 (l&1) k&12 | f (A)l k&12 | .
It is easy to see that all such functions are k-bounded and that
|Lk(d )|=k+12 |
2d&1
\k+12 
2d&1&1
=
1
w(k+1)2x \\
k+1
2 k+12 |+
2d&1
.
So we have (1).
3. ENTROPY
In this section we recall some notions from information theory.
For discrete random variables (r.v.’s) X, Y the (binary) entropy of X is
H(X )=:
x
Pr(X=x) log2
1
Pr(X=x)
,
and the (binary) conditional entropy of X given Y is
H(X | Y)= :
x, y
Pr(X=x, Y= y) log2
1
Pr(X=x | Y= y)
,
where the sums are over [x : Pr(X=x)>0] and [(x, y) : Pr(X=x,
Y= y)>0].
In this paper, all r.v.’s are discrete, and all logarithms are binary; we
omit the base from now on.
For general entropy background see, e.g., [3]. We just mention the few
properties we need without proof.
First,
H(X )log |range(X)|. (2)
Second, for a random vector X=(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn), and a r.v. Y,
H(X)=H(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn)
=H(X1)+H(X2 | X1)+ } } } +H(Xn | X1 , X2 , ..., Xn&1) (3)
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and
H(X1 , X2 | Y )=H(X1 | Y )+H(X2 | X1 , Y ). (4)
Finally, we need the following, less classical inequality due to Shearer
(see [2]). For a set S, X the random vector (Xs : s # S), and HS, set
XH=(Xs : s # H).
Lemma 1. If S, X are as above, and H is a collection ( possibly with
repeats) of subsets of S such that every s # S appears in at least m members
of H, then
H(X )
1
m
:
H # H
H(XH).
(The statement of the lemma in [2] is less general, but the proof given
there yields the present version.)
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Fix d1, k2. Let X=(X(A): A[d]) be chosen uniformly from
Bk(d ). So we need to bound H(X )=log bk(d ).
Let
\[d]l +=[A[d]: |A|=l]
and write Xl for X( [d]l ) (=(X(A): A # (
[d]
l )), following the notation intro-
duced before Lemma 1). For A[d] write
A

=[B[d]: B/* A],
WA

=max
B # A

XB&min
B # A

XB ,
and
wA

(i)=Pr(WA

=i)
for i # [0, 1, ..., k&1].
The basic idea of the proof is that WA

captures the tradeoff between the
amounts of information in X(A) and XA

, with smaller WA

allowing more
freedom for X(A) and less for XA

. We will give two bounds on H(X); the
first will be smaller when the WA

’s are large and the second when they are
small. Their average, the bound we finally use, will be small however the
WA

’s behave.
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If Y is a function of Z then H(X | Z)H(X | Y ). This and (3) give our
first bound,
H(X ) :
<{A[d]
H(XA | XA

). (5)
Now each B # ( [d]l&1) is covered by exactly d+1&l l-sets. So we may
apply Lemma 1 with H=[A

: A # ( [d]l )] to obtain
H(Xl&1 | Xl&2)
1
d+1&l
:
A # ( l
[d] )
H(XA

| Xl&2).
This gives our second bound:
H(X )H(Xd | Xd&1)+ :
d
l=2
H(Xl&1 | Xl&2)
H(Xd | Xd&1)+ :
d
l=2
:
A # ( l
[d])
1
d+1&l
H(XA

| Xl&2)
=H(Xd | Xd&1)
+ :
d
l=2
:
A # ( l
[d] )
1
d+1&l
[H(WA

| Xl&2)+H(XA

| WA

, Xl&2)]. (6)
Combining (5) and (6) we have
H(X )
1
2 _ :<{A[d] H(XA | XA )+H(Xd | Xd&1)
+ :
d
l=2
:
A # ( l
[d])
1
d+1&l
[H(WA

| Xl&2)+H(XA

| WA

, Xl&2)]& .
(7)
Given XA

, there are k&WA

choices for XA ; so, by (2),
H(XA | XA

) :
k&1
i=0
wA

(i) log(k&i).
Also, for A # ( [d]l ) (l2),
H(XA

| WA

, Xl&2) :
k&1
i=0
wA

(i)(l log(i+1)+log(k&i))
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(the last term corresponds to the choice of minB # A

XB). Inserting these
bounds in (7) we have
H(X)
1
2 _ :<{A[d] :
k&1
i=0
wA

(i) log(k&i)+log k+ :
d
l=2
:
A # ( l
[d])
1
d+1&l
__log k+ :
k&1
i=0
wA

(i)(l log(i+1)+log(k&i))&& .
Writing wl

for the common distribution of the WA

’s with A # ( [d]l ), we may
relax this bound slightly to yield
H(X ) :
d
l=1
\dl+
1
d+1&l
log k
+
1
2 _ :
d
l=1
\dl+ :
k&1
i=0
wl

(i) \log(k&i)+ ld+1&l log(i+1)+&

2d+1
d
log k+
1
2 _ :
Wd2X
l=1
\dl+ :
k&1
i=0
wl

(i)(log(k&i)+log(i+1))&
+
1
2 _ :
d
l=Wd2X+1 \
d
l&1+ :
k&1
i=0
wl

(i)(log(k&i)+log(i+1))& .
Finally, since log(k&i)+log(i+1) is maximized at i=W(k&1)2X , we
have
H(X)
2d+1
d
log k
+
1
2 _\2d+\
d
d2|++ \log \k+12 +log k+12 |+&
=2d&1 \log \k+12 +log k+12 |+ (1+O(d &12)).
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